Since 1913 the Beehive Honor Society has continued with the tradition of academic excellence, strong leadership, and selfless service. Your membership in this honor society is evidence that you are among the "best and the brightest" the University of Utah has offered the community, continuing through today.

One trait that characterizes Beehive members is a desire to offer service, both to the university and to the community, and one of the best ways to do this is to donate to the scholarship program. This program provides funds to help further the college education of some outstanding undergraduates, and the children or grandchildren of Beehive members.

We appreciate those who have donated to the Legacy and Undergraduate scholarships in the past and would be deeply grateful for your support in our scholarship program again this year.

We look forward to another successful year.

Deanne Simmons Evans
President, Beehive Honor Society

A Beehive member’s involvement in scholarship, leadership, and service does not end at graduation; it becomes a way of life. The University of Utah recently honored Patrice Arent, a Beehive member from the class of 1978, as one of the “25 Distinguished Women in Utah.” We would like to highlight her contributions both on and off campus.

While attending the University of Utah, Patrice was president of Mortar Board, an ASUU assembly and cabinet member, moderator of “Coffee & Politics” at the Hinckley Institute of Politics, and affiliated with Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority, serving as its vice-president. Following graduation in speech communication with a minor in political science, Patrice attended Cornell Law School, where she won the Kelly Prize for Scholarship and Leadership.

After clerking for two federal judges, she practiced with the Utah firm of Snow, Christensen & Martineau. Later, she served as associate general counsel to the Utah State Legislature and then as assistant attorney general for the State of Utah.

She was elected to both the
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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF 2007. TWENTY-SEVEN OUTSTANDING STUDENTS WERE INDUCTED INTO THE BHS AT THE ANNUAL BEEHIVE HONOR SOCIETY BANQUET:

Jeffrey McKay Adams  
John Parley Baldwin  
Elizabeth Bitner  
David Bonnemort  
Justin Mark Brown  
Virginia Irene Cannon  
Lindsay Clark  
Tobin Matthew Collett  
Mary Ann Crall  
Shadie Ghaibi  
Matt Homr  
Griffin James Jardine  
Erika Andrea Johnson  
Jordan Reed Judkins  
Jacob Edward Kirkham  
Jack Patrick Lewis  
James Russel Lindsay  
Chalsee Mauchley  
Anmy Tran Mayfield  
Cortney Elise Mild  
Jackson Stewart Owen  
Erin Kristen Peterson  
Jesse Scott Swift  
Henry Tran  
Jesse Ray Whitchurch

MEET THE CLASS OF 2007!

Jeffrey McKay Adams  
Jeff graduated in May with degrees in finance and political science. Jeff interned this summer with Utah State Senator Howard Stephenson and will take the LSAT this fall.

John Parley Baldwin  
Parley is graduating with a major in economics and business minor. He is currently working full-time for the Romney for President Campaign here in Salt Lake City. After knee surgeries in the spring, he is back with the University of Utah Rugby Team.

Elizabeth Bitner  
Liz graduated in human development and family studies and now works at the ASUU Daycare as a lead teacher. Liz is pursuing a master’s degree in education with an emphasis in early childhood education and expects to graduate in spring of 2009.

David Bonnemort  
David studied mathematics at the U. He is currently working for a leading secondary venture fund based in San Francisco. His job responsibilities include performing due diligence, financial modeling and industry analysis.

Justin Mark Brown  
After graduating in political science and sociology, Justin interned in D.C. with the House Committee on Foreign Affairs. He accepted a staff position with Representative Joe Sestak from Philadelphia and works on veterans’ affairs, armed services, and foreign affairs. He recently received an award at the Veterans of Foreign Wars National Convention.

Virginia Irene Cannon  
Virginia graduated in anthropology, international studies, and Spanish. She plans to relocate to Mexico to complete a master’s degree and continue to research pre-Columbian anthropology.

Lindsay Clark  
Lindsay graduated in French, environmental studies and urban planning. While a student, she co-founded the SEED group, Sustainable Environments and Ecological Design. Lindsay is now working as a Barbara L. Tener Fellow for the Office of Sustainability.

Toby Matthew Collatt  
Toby is currently working full-time in construction and land development and will be traveling to Guatemala to do volunteer work in the spring. He is applying to medical school and volunteers at the University Hospital once a week.

Mary Ann Crall  
Mary Ann graduated in August 2007 with a degree in human development and family studies. She has recently been involved in a community film festival and a local food pantry in Temecula, Calif., where she currently resides.

Jason Wade Croft  
Jason, who holds a bachelor’s in mechanical engineering, concluded his job of five years at Becton Dickinson Medical as a manufacturing engineer to study law at Santa Clara University in Silicon Valley, Calif. He plans to pursue a career in intellectual property and patent law.

Brian Christian Davis  
Brian graduated with a degree in political science and now works for Rio Tinto Communications and External Relations—Kencocott Utah Companies. He works in higher education, government relations, and corporate relations. He is still involved at the University as the President of the Football MUSS, which has 4,500 members this year.

Shadie Ghaibi  
Shadie has started her first year at the University of Utah Pharmacy School. She is also working at the University Hospital as a pharmacy intern. She is involved with the APHA (American Pharmacists Association), NCAPA (National Community Pharmacists of America), and USPAP (Utah Student Pharmacy Alliance).

Matt Homr  
Following graduation, Matt moved to New York City, where he works on the foreign policy staff of The Century Foundation, a nonprofit public policy research institution. Matt is applying to graduate school to complete a joint degree in law and public policy.

Griffin James Jardine  
Griffin graduated with a bachelor of arts in behavioral science and health. He has since started medical school at the University of Utah. On August 7, Griffin and his wife Katie had a beautiful little girl they named Jane.

Erika Andrea Johnson  
Erika graduated with degrees in economics and international studies. She completed a study abroad in the Czech Republic. Erika is now working at Celtic Bank in Utah as a post-close/documentation specialist.

Jordan Reed Judkins  
Jordsn is in his first year of medical school at the University of Utah. He has recently started helping at The Sharing Place, which helps young kids cope with death and dying.

Jacob Edward Kirkham  
Shortly after graduating in economics, Jacob married fellow Ute graduate Whitney Johnson. Currently he is working as a Sales & Marketing coordinator with Ivory Homes, and recently teamed up with the U to hold an Ivory Homes scholarship dinner for Hispanic students. Jacob plans to attend business school in two to three years.

Jack Patrick Lewis  
Jack received his bachelor of science in marketing in August. He plans to pursue an MBA at the U in a few years after gaining experience in the business world. Chalsee aspires to ultimately work in the sports marketing industry for Nike or ESPN.

Anmy Tran Mayfield  
Anmy graduated with a B.S. in nursing and minors in chemistry and Spanish. She works at the University hospital and hopes to attend graduate school to become a family nurse practitioner.

Cortney Elise Mild  
After graduating from the U with an HBFA in ballet, Cortney joined Chattanooga Ballet in Tennessee. This fall she will present research conducted at the U for the International Association of Dance Medicine and Science Conference in Canberra, Australia. In December she will dance the roles of Rose Queen and Snow Queen in The Nutcracker Ballet.

Erin Kristen Peterson  
Erin studied political science and mass communication (public relations) at the U. She is working full-time in a Salt Lake City law firm while studying for the LSAT and applying to law schools. She currently serves as a member of the Greater Avenues Community Council Street Fair Committee.

Jesse Scott Swift  
Jesse graduated in exercise physiology and started his current job in June at Schepen’s Eye Research Institute in the Michael Young lab in Boston, Mass. He volunteers at Massachusetts General Hospital in the emergency radiology department and is presently applying to medical school.

Henry Tran  
Henry is finishing his degree in biochemistry from the U. He is currently applying to graduate school in public health and medical school. Ultimately, Henry is interested in working with global healthcare-related issues.

Jesse Ray Whitchurch  
Since he graduated from the University of Utah with a degree in English literature, Jesse has been looking for the right opportunity. After working briefly for a marketing firm, he decided his passions and interests lie elsewhere and has been looking for “elsewhere” ever since.

Compiled by Matt Broadbent
2007 SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS

BEEHIVE SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT

Bryndon Blake Hatch

Bryndon is in his final year as an undergraduate at the U and is applying to medical school. He is participating in a variety of activities, including serving for IHC Hospice and as a coordinator at the Lowell Bennion Community Service Center, participating as a service learning scholar, singing in the University Singers choir, and in the upcoming opera at the School of Music, *Monkey See Monkey Do*.

LEGACY SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT

Adam Reiser

Adam recently returned from Washington, D.C., after serving an internship with the Federal Judicial Center, a research and education agency for the Federal Courts. He is now in his second year of the JD/MBA program at the U.

BEEHIVE NEWS

SCHOLARSHIP FUND

The Beehive Honor Society funds two scholarships each academic year: The Beehive Honor Society Scholarship and the Legacy Scholarship.

To continue with the tradition of excellence, the BHS Scholarship is open to undergraduate students who have shown dedication, service on campus and in the community, and outstanding academic achievement at the University.

The Legacy Scholarship, which is now in its fourth year, is available to Beehive members and their children and grandchildren.

The scholarship is awarded on the basis of the student’s academic achievement, leadership, and service to the University and the community.

These scholarships are funded by Beehive’s generous donors.

We wish to thank those of you who have donated and encourage you to continue the legacy of the oldest, most prestigious honor society at the University of Utah by donating to the Beehive Honor Society.

INDUCTION BANQUET

Reconnect with your old Beehive class or meet your fellow Beehive members at our annual Induction Banquet, to be held the evening of Wednesday, April 2, 2008.

Stay tuned for details!

2007 DONORS

Norma B. Ashton
Troy J. Bengtzen
Richard W. Birrell
Arthur Lee Bishop III
Amy Bergstedt Brinkerhoff
W. Craig Childers
Sterling D. Colton
Nancy Denhalter Cropper
Deanne Simmons Evans
Stephen T. Evans
Richard Graham, M.D.
LaNae B. Heusser
Catherine McKay Iba
Patricia D. Judkins
Jennifer Mantyla Lambert
Jane Ann Lamph
Palouse Mall
Alan Matheson
M. Carolyn McFarland Hunter
JoAnn E. Miller
Amy J. Richins Oliver
Pauline Pace
Darin Parker
Fred & Caroline Sheffield
Rocco & Marion Siciliano
W. David Smith & Jerilyn McIntyre
Joan Carlson Sorensen
Patricia H. Stoker
Clark Wallace
Dondom Watkins
Connie M. Hepworth-Woolston
& E. A. Woolston

“Higher education expands one’s depth, vision, and understanding so that we can go out into the world and make a contribution. I hope to give back to my community what my education has given to me.”

—Lindsay Clark, BHS Class of 2007

“For every bit of effort, studying or participation I have given the U, it has enriched my life and given back tenfold.”

—Griffin James Jardine, BHS Class of 2007
MISSION STATEMENT

The Beehive Honor Society is committed to acknowledge and honor University of Utah graduating seniors who have excelled in scholarship, leadership, and service to the University and our community, and to perpetuate their connection to the Beehive Honor Society.

MEMBER SPOTLIGHT

(Cont’d from pg. 1)

Utah Senate and the House, where she served as Democratic whip and was recognized each year of her service by the Deseret Morning News as one of the five “Most Effective” members. Currently, Patrice is the Utah Safe Haven Committee chair and founder, and is busy raising funds and awareness for Utah’s “baby drop-off” law. She said of her involvement in saving babies, “When you leave the Legislature, you take some of the most important issues with you.” She is also presently a consultant and public speaker on governmental relations, fundraising, public relations, health care, and campaign issues. We are proud of Patrice and her dedicated service and accomplishments. This is what being a member of Beehive is all about!

—Written by Lisa O. Pace

2007–2008 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Deanne Simmons Evans, President
BS’63

Jennifer Stoker Kleinman
BS’92

Amy J. Richins Oliver, President - Elect
BS’95

Jennifer Mantyla Lambert
BA’05

Matt Broadbent
BA’06

Kristien Hixson McDonald
HBA’03 MPA’04

James E. Cannon
BA’68

Kraig Moyes
BA’92

P. David Jensen
BS’63

Lisa Oldroyd Pace
HBA’89

“The University of Utah has given me something beyond monetary value—the ability to think analytically and the wisdom necessary to know when to follow my instincts.”
—Jason Wade Croft, BHS
Class of 2007

Visit us online at: www.alumni.utah.edu/boards/bhs
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